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A problem of the definition of the heat transported in thermomagnetic phenomena has been realized well in
the late 1960s, but not solved up to date. By ignoring this problem, numerous recent theories grossly overes-
timate the thermomagnetic coefficients in strongly interacting systems. Here, we develop a gauge-invariant
microscopic approach, which shows that the heat transfer should include the energy of the interaction between
electrons and a magnetic field. We also demonstrate that the surface currents induced by the magnetic field
transfer the charge in the Nernst effect but do not transfer the heat in the Ettingshausen effect. Only with these
two modifications of the theory does the physically measurable thermomagnetic coefficients satisfy the On-
sager relation. We critically revised the Gaussian-fluctuation theory above the superconducting transition and
show that the gauge invariance uniquely relates thermomagnetic phenomena in the Fermi liquid with the
particle-hole asymmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that in the electric field, E=−��, and
magnetic field H, the energy of a system of charged particles
with coordinates r� and momentums p� is1

E = �
�

p�
2

2m
+ �

�

e��r�� + �
�

e

2mc
�r� � p�� · H . �1�

Considering the heat transfer, it is important to realize which
terms in the above equation should be associated with the
thermal energy. The uniform electric field accelerates all par-
ticles in the same way, while the effect of the magnetic field
depends on the particle state. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that the electric term �the second term� contributes to
the potential energy, while the magnetic term �the third term�
provides contribution to the thermal energy. Of course, the
above consideration cannot be considered as a proof. More-
over, there are no regular methods for the identification of
thermal energy. The correctness of our assumption will be
verified through the Onsager relation between the Etting-
shausen and Nernst coefficients, which describe the heat and
electric currents initiated by the electric field and temperature
gradient, correspondingly. We will show that the magnetic
term overlooked in previous works plays a crucial role and
restores the gauge invariance. While in accordance with van
Leeuwen’s theorem1 the magnetic contribution to the heat
transfer does not allow a classical interpretation, it is criti-
cally important for a consistent quantum description of ther-
momagnetic transport.

The definition of the heat current and the Onsager relation
in the magnetic field are long standing problems, which at-
tracted significant attention in the late 1960s in the context of
thermomagnetic vortex transport in the type-II super-

conductors.2,3 Maki2 has noted that the phenomenological4

and microscopic5 descriptions of thermomagnetic phenom-
ena violate the Onsager relation or the third law of thermo-
dynamics if the heat current operator is artificially corrected
to be consistent with the Onsager principle. All attempts to
resolve this enigma were based on thermodynamic treatment.
Various corrections suggested for the heat current to be ex-
pressed in terms of the equilibrium magnetization currents.2,3

As we will show, the magnetization currents do not transfer
the heat and the thermodynamic approach cannot solve this
problem.

Recently, much effort has been dedicated to the under-
standing of thermomagnetic effects in high-Tc
superconductors.6–8 A variety of phenomenological concepts
were suggested to explain the anomalously large Nernst sig-
nal above the superconducting transition.9 In many
papers,10–13 the transition is associated with the three-
dimensional analog of the Berezinski-Kosterlitz-Thouless
�BKT� transition and the Nernst effect is attributed to the
motion of vortices created by phase fluctuations above this
BKT-like transition but below the mean-field transition. On
the contrary, microscopic models14,15 are based on the
Gaussian-fluctuation theory �GFT� above the mean-field
transition.16–20 However, the theories related to vortices are
based on the results of Refs. 4 and 5, the inconsistency with
basic principles of which was noted in Refs. 2 and 3. GFT
and other microscopic models also ignore corrections to the
heat current.

While the large Nernst coefficient was obtained in all the
above models, how Cooper’s interaction could lead to this
effect at the microscopic level is still not much understood.
In the model of noninteracting electrons, which describes
well ordinary metals, the Nernst coefficient is small because
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it is proportional to the square of the particle-hole asymmetry
�PHA�.21 In this case, the Nernst coefficient combines PHAs
of the thermoelectric, �, and Hall, �xy, coefficients: Nn
�� ·�xy. The interelectron interaction cannot change PHA of
� and �xy.

22 According to current points of view,9,14–20 the
interaction in the Cooper channel leads to the Nernst coeffi-
cient in the zeroth order in PHA. This effect is ��F /T�2 times
larger than the corresponding correction to � ·�xy ��F is the
Fermi energy�. However, experiments with ordinary super-
conductors, such as Nb, Al, and Sn, do not support this pre-
diction. This contradiction is a consequence of a number of
misconceptions at the microscopic level.

The microscopic formalism based on the Kubo method
allows one to calculate the Ettingshausen coefficient �,
which describes the heat flux induced by crossed electric and
magnetic fields, jh=−��E�H�. The temperature gradient
cannot be directly introduced in the Lagrange formalism of
the Kubo approach. Therefore, the Nernst coefficient, which
relates the electric current with the temperature gradient, je

=N��T�H�, is found from the Onsager relation,

N = �/T . �2�

The coefficient � is calculated for the infinite sample, while
the Onsager relation is only valid for a finite sample,23 where
surface currents should be taken into account.

If magnetization depends on temperature, the temperature
gradient generates surface magnetization currents, which
provide important contribution to the charge transfer in the
Nernst effect.23 Several recent works18–20,24 state that surface
magnetization currents also play an important role in the heat
transfer and the Ettingshausen coefficient calculated for the
infinite sample, 	�inf, should be corrected due to the surface
heat currents: 	�=	�inf −c
. According to Refs. 16 and
18–20 GFT leads to the bulk coefficient, which is of the
same order as the correction due to surface currents:
	�inf =3 /2c
, where 
 is the fluctuation magnetic
susceptibility,20


 = −
e2T

6�c2�2�/� for two dimensions

��/� for three dimensions,
	 �3�

�= �T−Tc� /Tc, and �= �T−Tc����T��2; ��T� is the coherence
length.

In the current paper, we reconsider basics of the
microscopic description of the thermomagnetic effects. This
work will address the following questions: �1� Is the heat
current operator modified in the presence of a magnetic
field? �2� Do surface magnetization currents transfer the
heat? �3� How do thermomagnetic coefficients satisfy the
Onsager relation? �4� Finally, can the interelectron interac-
tion change the PHA of the Nernst and Ettingshausen coef-
ficients? While our results are quite general, we specify them
for GFT, which will be critically revised. In particular, we
show that 	�
T	N
�Tc /�F�2c
.

II. ETTINGSHAUSEN COEFFICIENT: KUBO METHOD

In the gauge H= i�kH�AH� and E=−ikE�, contributions
of static electric and magnetic fields to the energy of a
charged particle are easily separated,

Ẽ =
�p + eAH/c�2

2m
+ e� = �p +

e

c
�v · AH� + e� + 
0, �4�

where �p= p2 /2m−
0; 
0 is the chemical potential. Let us
first show the importance of the second �magnetic� term for
noninteracting electrons.25 Thermal energy is counted from
the electrochemical potential e�+
0, so only the first and
second terms contribute to the heat current operator,

Ĵh = �
p

v�pap
+ap + �

p

ev

c
�vAH�ap

+ap. �5�

Here ap
+ and ap are the electron creation and annihilation

operators. For the Ettingshausen coefficient, the correspond-
ing diagrams with two heat current vertices are shown in Fig.
1. Diagram �a� has a form of the Hall diagram,26 where the
electric current operator, ev, is replaced by the heat current
operator, �pv. The Hall effect is proportional to PHA, i.e., the
corresponding integrant is an odd function of �p and a non-
zero Hall coefficient is obtained after expansion of all param-
eters in �p /�F near the Fermi surface. With the heat current
operator �pv, the integrant becomes an even function and
gives a nonzero Ettingshausen coefficient without expansion.
However, this large contribution is canceled by diagram �b�.
The well-known expression for � in a system of noninterat-
ing electrons is obtained in the second order in PHA, when
both integrants �a� and �b� are expanded in ��p /�F�2 �for de-
tails, see Ref. 25 and Appendix A�.

Now, we consider electrons interacting in the Cooper
channel. The heat current operator in this system27 is easily
generalized to include the external magnetic field,

ĴC
h = �

p
v�pap

+ap + �
p

ev

c
�vAH�ap

+ap

− /2 �
p,p�,p�

�v + v��ap+p�−p�
+ ap�

+ ap�ap

+ �
p,p�,Ri

�v + v��Uimp�Ri�exp�i�p + p��Ri�ap
+ap�. �6�

Here,  is the interaction constant in the Cooper channel, and
Uimp is the impurity potential. The first and second terms in
Eq. �6� describe the heat flux of noninteracting electrons �Eq.
�5��. The last two terms are due to the electron-electron and
electron-impurity interactions. These two terms generate dia-
gram blocks �Aslamazov-Larkin blocks� proportional to
PHA, but contributions of all blocks with PHA cancel each
other.27 Thus, when calculating the heat current, we should
take into account only heat current vertices of noninteracting
electrons, i.e., �1

h=v�p and �2
h= �ev /c��vAH�ap

+ap, corre-

vξp ev

vAH

evv (vAH)(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Diagrams for Ettingshausen coefficient of noninteracting
electrons. The straight lines stand for the electron Green functions.
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sponding to the kinetic and magnetic terms in Eqs. �5� and
�6�.

The two leading terms in the heat current operator gener-
ate two diagrams, which describe � in the Aslamazov-Larkin
�AL� approximation �see Fig. 2�. The wavy lines correspond
to the fluctuation propagator,20,27

LR,A�q,�� = „−1 − PR,A�q,��…−1, �7�

PR,A�q,�� = −
�

2
�ln

2C��D

�T
− �q2 �

i��

8T
+ ��� , �8�

where P�q ,�� is the polarization operator, � is the electron
density of states, �D is the Debye frequency, and C� is the
Euler constant. The last term in Eq. �8� is proportional to
PHA.27,28

The AL blocks Be,h,H presented in Fig. 2 are built from
electron Green functions and vertices �e,h,H �see Table I�. The
left blocks B1

h and B2
h in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� are blocks with

heat current vertices �1
h �kinetic� and �2

h �magnetic�. The right
block Be in both diagrams includes the electric current vertex
�e=ev ·eE, eE=E /E. Block BH includes the magnetic vertex
�H= �e /c�v ·AH. The results of calculation are summarized in
Table I. AL blocks are obtained by inserting vertices � into
the polarization operator and can be expressed through
�qPR�q ,0�. Blocks Be, BH, and B1

h are well known.20 The
block B1

h describing the heat current in the absence of mag-
netic field has been calculated in Ref. 27 �see also Refs. 18
and 19�. Here, we introduce B2

h, which is based on the elec-
tron vertex �2

h and describes the magnetic correction to the
heat current.

The first AL diagram �Fig. 2�a�� was investigated in Ref.
19 and its contribution is 	�inf

�1�=3 /2c
. The same result has
been obtained in the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau
�TDGL� formalism.16,18,20

The contribution of the second AL diagram �Fig. 2�b�� is

�inr
�2�H = I dq

�2��n

d�

2�

B2
hBe

2�
�L+

CL−
A + L+

RL−
C� , �9�

where LC=coth�� /2T��LR−LA�, L� is used for
L�q�k /2,��� /2�, and n is the system dimensionality
with respect to the coherence length ��T�. Expanding the
integrant to the linear order in � and k and calculating the
integrals over � and q, we find that the contribution of the
second diagram, �inr

�2�, cancels completely the contribution of
the first one.

Thus, without PHA, the Ettingshausen effect is absent,
	�=0. To get nonzero result, we should expand the fluctua-
tion propagator �Eq. �7�� up to the second order in PHA.
Expanding the polarization operator �Eq. �8�� to the second
order in ��, we get

	�

T
= 	N = −

5e2

4�c
�8T�

�
�2�2�/� for two dimensions

��/� for three dimensions,
	

�10�

where28 �= �1 /2�F��� ln � /� ln �F�ln�2C��D /�Tc�. Thus,
thermomagnetic coefficients in the fluctuation region are pro-
portional to �T /�F�2.

In summarizing the results of this section, we would like
to note that the total heat current operator of the fluctuating
pairs in the magnetic field,

Bh = B1
h + B2

h = ����q + �2e/c�AH� , �11�

may be considered as the gauge-invariant extension of the
operator B1

h without H. This is a key point because the fur-
ther calculations of the diagrams in Fig. 2 are similar to that
for noninteracting electrons �Fig. 1�: the kinetic and mag-
netic terms in Bh generate two diagrams, which cancel each
other in the zeroth order in PHA.

In the above calculations, the interaction with the mag-
netic field has been included in the heat current. Note that
Eq. �11� can also be derived in another, more formal ap-
proach, where the magnetic field is initially included in elec-
tron states. Without the magnetic field, the thermoelectric
coefficient is described by the AL diagram with the heat and
electric current operators,20,27 B1

h and Be. In the magnetic
field, the momentum of the Cooper pair is given by
q+2eAH /c, and the polarization operator has the form20

P�q+2eAH /c ,��. In calculating the thermomagnetic re-
sponse, all blocks of the diagram should be expanded in AH.
By expanding polarization operators in the fluctuation propa-
gators, we obtain the first diagram for the thermomagnetic
coefficient.19,20 By expanding the heat current block
B1

h=��qPR�q+2eAH /c�, we immediately obtain the block
B2

h, which forms the second diagram. This magnetic term has
been lost in all previous works.16–19 Using Eq. �11� as the

TABLE I. AL blocks �operators for fluctuating pairs� B based on electron operators �.

�e=ev ·eE �H= �e /c�v ·A �1
h=�v ·e jh �2

h= �v ·AH��v ·e jh�
Be=2e�qPR�q ,0� ·eE BH= �2e /c��qPR�q ,0� ·AH B1

h=��qPR�q ,0� ·e jh B2
h=2��q

2PR�q ,0�AH

=2e��q ·eE =�2e /c���q ·AH =���q ·e jh =�2e /c����AH ·e jh

h
1B eB

HB

(a)

(b) eB
h
2B

vξp

v (vAH)

vAH

ev

ev

FIG. 2. Fluctuation AL diagrams describing the heat current in
crossed electric and magnetic fields. Wavy lines stand for the fluc-
tuation propagators and straight lines stand for the electron Green
functions, which form the AL blocks.
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heat current operator for fluctuating pairs, our results can be
also obtained in the TDGL formalism.

III. NERNST COEFFICIENT: QUANTUM TRANSPORT
EQUATION

To investigate a response of the electron system to �T,
one can use the quantum transport equation. Previously, we
adapted this method to calculations of the themoelectric and
Hall coefficients in GFT.27,29 In this approach, the electric
current is given by

je = e�� dq

�2��n

d�

�2��
q Im 	LC�q,�� , �12�

where 	LC�q ,�� is the nonequilibrium correction to the fluc-
tuation propagator.

In the equilibrium, LC=LRPCLA, where the Keldysh com-
ponent of the polarization operator PC= i�� /4 at T−Tc�Tc.
The nonequilibrium effects are taken into account by the �T
and H-Poisson brackets between polarization
operators,25,27,29

�P1,P2�T = �T� �P1

�T

�P2

�q
−

�P2

�T

�P1

�q
� , �13�

�P1,P2�H =
e

c
H · � �P1

�q
�

�P2

�q
� , �14�

where P1 and P2 are polarization operators �Eq. �8��, which
form the fluctuation propagators �Eq. �7��. Calculation of
	LC�q ,�� for the Nernst coefficient is analogous to its cal-
culation for the Hall effect.29 The only difference is that the
derivative �P /�� in the electric field E-Poisson bracket in
the Hall effect29 should be replaced by the derivative �P /�T
in the �T-Poisson bracket in the Nernst coefficient �Eq.
�12��.

To get the vector product H��T, the H bracket should
include the same polarization operator as the �T bracket.
Thus, in the first order in H��T, the nonequilibrium fluc-
tuation propagator 	LC�q ,�� is described by the diagrams
shown in Fig. 3. Taking into account that ��q�2PR�A�=��, we
get

	LC =
�i

4

e

c
��2�H � �T�

�Re�LA�LA − 2LR�
�2LR

�T�q
+ 2LA�LR

�T

�LR

�q
� . �15�

Finally, by calculating the Nernst current in the interior of
the sample �Eq. �12��, for a two-dimensional superconductor
we find

	Ninf = 	N +
e2

3�c
� �

�2 −
�

�
−

�

�

��

�T
� , �16�

where 	N is equal to the term that was calculated in the
previous section from the Onsager relation �see Eq. �10��.
Thus, in the infinite sample or in the interior of the finite
sample, the Nernst coefficient consists of two terms. The

second term in Eq. �16� has the zeroth order in PHA and
violates the Onsager relation. As it will be shown in the next
section, in the finite sample, this term is canceled by the
contribution of the magnetization currents.

IV. ONSAGER RELATION IN MAGNETIC FIELD

The above results �Eqs. �10� and �16��, have been calcu-
lated for the infinite sample. Referring to Ref. 23, recent
works18,19,24 state that for a finite sample, both coefficients
should be corrected due to charge and heat transfer by sur-
face magnetization currents. Here, we show that the magne-
tization currents contribute only to the charge transfer, and
the results of Ref. 23 have been misinterpreted.

The electric magnetization current jmag
e in the potential

relief ��r� transfers the energy flux jmag
� =�jmag

e �Eq. �23� in
Ref. 23�. Using jmag

e =c
k2AH, we get

jmag
� = c
�H � E� . �17�

This term was erroneously attributed to the heat flux.18–20,24

As we discussed, the electric potential � and the correspond-
ing vertex ��=ev� do not contribute to the heat current be-
cause the thermal energy should be counted from the elec-
trochemical potential.

In the interior of the sample, the electric current consists
of the transport and magnetization components,
jinr

e = jtr
e + jmag

e . The magnetization component is23

jmag
e = c

�


�T
��T � H� . �18�

The magnetization currents are divergence-free. The total
magnetization current through the sample cross section must
be zero, i.e., the bulk magnetization currents are canceled by
the surface currents. Therefore, the Nernst coefficient mea-
sured in the finite sample is determined by the transport
currents:23 N= jtr

e / ��T�H�. The Nernst coefficient in the in-
finite sample �Eq. �16�� is associated with the bulk current in
the finite sample, Ninf = jinr

e / ��T�H�. Using Eq. �18�, we get

RL ALAP

T∇

H
ALCP

T∇

H
T∇

H

FIG. 3. The nonequilibrium fluctuation propagator 	Lc due to
H- and �T-Poisson brackets.
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	N =
jinr

e − jmag
e

��T � H�
= 	Ninf − c

�


�T
. �19�

Taking into account Eq. �3�, we see that the second term in
the last equation, c�
 /�T, cancels completely the second
term in 	Ninf �Eq. �16��. The rest is equal to 	N, which sat-
isfies the Onsager relation 	N=	� /T.

Note that if in contradiction to our results the surface
magnetization currents provide the heat transfer, this effect
could be found in transport measurements. In the Gorbino
disk geometry with the magnetic field perpendicular to the
disk and the circular inductive electric field in the plane �Fig.
4�, the heat current in the radial direction does not contain
the surface components, which were predicted for the stan-
dard parallelepiped geometry in Refs. 18, 19, and 24. Ac-
cording to our results, both experiments will give the same
results. The surface electric current generated by �T is very
significant �see Eq. �18��. However, it cannot be experimen-
tally separated from the interior current because, contrary to
the circular electric field, the circular temperature gradient
does not exist. This difference between E and �T is reflected
in the asymmetry of the Nernst and Ettingshausen coeffi-
cients calculated for the infinite sample.

V. PARTICLE-HOLE ASYMMETRY IN
THERMOMAGNETIC EFFECTS

Now, we show that in the general case, the interelectron
interaction cannot change PHA requirements for N and �,
i.e., the thermomagnetic coefficients are always proportional
to the square of PHA.

Assuming that electron scattering from impurities is the
main mechanism of the momentum relaxation, it is easy to
see25,27,29 that the magnetic field and temperature gradient
enter into the transport equation formalism through the dis-
tribution functions of noninteracting electrons and the Pois-
son brackets. In fact, the terms proportional to �T�H can
appear in three different ways:25 �a� through the Nernst non-
equilibrium distribution function of noninteracting electrons,

�e�2 /cm�v · ��T�H���S /�T�, �b� through the H-Poisson
bracket that involves the nonequilibrium distribution func-
tion under the temperature gradient, −e��v ·E���S /�T�, and,
finally, �c� due to double, �T- and H-, Poisson brackets. It is
evident that �a�- and �b�-type terms have already included the
Hall PHA, which is proportional to ��v /�p�=1 /m. The �c�-
type terms in the form of the double Poisson brackets de-
scribe the AL process, which has been investigated above. As
we have seen, the AL diagram gives the contribution in the
zeroth order in PHA; however, this contribution is canceled
by the contribution of the surface magnetization currents.
Thus, we conclude that the interelectron interaction can pro-
vide many-body thermomagnetic effects only in the second
order in PHA.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the magnetic term in the Hamiltonian
of charged particles �Eq. �1�� should be associated with the
thermal energy. The corresponding term in the heat current
operator �Eq. �5�� restores the gauge invariance and gives
important contribution to the Ettingshausen coefficient. We
also found that the surface magnetization currents do not
contribute to the heat current but provide substantial contri-
bution to the charge transfer in the Nernst effect �Eq. �19��.
Our gauge-invariant scheme gives the thermomagnetic coef-
ficients that satisfy the Onsager relation �see Eqs. �19� and
�16��. In the general case of the Fermi liquid with particle-
hole excitations, we conclude that the measured thermomag-
netic coefficients are always proportional to the square of
PHA. Any interaction by itself, i.e., without changing the
electron band structure or character of elementary excita-
tions, cannot provide large thermomagnetic effects.

The developed approach has been applied to effects of
superconducting fluctuations �GFT� above the mean-field
transition temperature. We have shown that the gauge-
invariant form of the heat current operator of fluctuating
pairs is ����q+2eAH /c�. The second �magnetic� term
missed in previous publications plays an important role: as in
the case of noninteracting electrons �Fig. 1�, the correspond-
ing diagram �Fig. 2� cancels completely the large, zeroth
order in the PHA term in the Ettingshausen coefficient. We
also show that the Nernst coefficient in the infinite supercon-
ducting sample consists of an anomalously large, zeroth or-
der in PHA term �Eq. �16��. However, in the finite sample,
this term is canceled by the surface magnetization currents
�Eq. �19�� and thermomagnetic coefficients satisfy the On-
sager relation. Our results for 	N are different by a huge
factor of ��F /T�2 from the previous works,16–20 which claim
that the attractive interaction in the Cooper channel provides
thermomagnetic transport without PHA at all. We can also
easily rebuff this claim, if we just change a sign of the inter-
action constant and consider the repulsive interaction in the
Cooper channel. As is known, in ordinary metallic films, this
interaction results in corrections to conductivity, which are a
factor of ��F��−1 smaller than the conductivity of noninterat-
ing electrons.30 If the statement of Refs. 16–20 is correct, the
thermomagnetic effects in ordinary metals would be
��F��−1��F /T�2
��F /T� / �T�� larger than those predicted for

Hz

Eφ

Jh
r

FIG. 4. The interior heat currents and corresponding Etting-
shausen coefficient �inf can be measured in the Gorbino disk ge-
ometry with the circular inductive electric field. The interior electric
currents and the Nernst coefficient Ninf cannot be measured because
the circular temperature gradient does not exist.
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noninteracting electrons. Certainly, this huge effect is not
known.

No thermomagnetic measurements have shown huge fluc-
tuation effects in ordinary superconductors, such as Nb, Al,
and Sn. While claiming the opposite, the very recent work on
highly disordered �close to the metal-dielectic transition�, su-
perconducting NbSi �Ref. 31� also does demonstrate fluctua-
tion phenomena, because the large Nernst coefficient was
observed in the wide temperature range T–30Tc, which dras-
tically exceeds the fluctuation region and, therefore, it is not
related to fluctuation phenomena.

Returning to the problem of high-Tc superconductors, we
should note that in a number of models, including fluctuation
exchange15 and preformed pairs,14 the large Nernst effect has
been calculated above the mean-field transition temperature
in zeroth order in PHA due to solely interaction effects. This
work shows that any interaction by itself cannot lead to ther-
momagnetic effects in the Fermi liquid without PHA.

As we have shown here, large thermomagnetic effects re-
quire elementary excitations other than particles and holes.32

While a vortex theory consistent with the Onsager relation
should still be developed,2,3,33,34 there is no doubt that the
magnetic vortices above the BKT-like transition but below
the mean-field transition can be such excitations.34 Note that
the vortex scenario is also employed for cuprates to explain
magnetization data above Tc, which is associated with the
BKT transition.35,36 However, the magnetization data can be
also understood in the GFT, where Tc is associated with the
mean-field transition.37 Therefore, the magnetization data by
themselves do not provide solid evidence of vortices and
related specific phase fluctuations.37–39 According to our re-
sults and in agreement with numerous data in traditional
superconductors,34 strong fluctuation diamagnetism above
the mean-field transition temperature does not correlate with
the small Nernst effect. Therefore, the thermomagnetic phe-
nomena rather than magnetization can help identify the na-
ture of superconducting transition and provide information
about elementary excitations in the electron system.

Using GFT as an example, we have shown that the gauge-
invariant form of the heat current is critical for microscopic
description of the Ettingshausen effect and that the surface
currents are important for the Nernst effect. Calculations re-
lated to other models including vortex thermomagnetic trans-
port should be reconsidered taking into account the correct
form of the heat current operator as well as the electric cur-
rent due to magnetization in the presence of �T.
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APPENDIX A: KUBO METHOD FOR NONINTERACTING
ELECTRONS

In this appendix, we present detailed calculations of the
Ettingshausen coefficient for noninteracting electrons using
the Kubo method.

According to Eq. �4�, the heat current vertex for noninter-
acting electrons in the magnetic field is given by

�h = �1
h + �2

h = �pv + �e/c��v · AH�v . �A1�

Two vortices �1
h and �2

h create two diagrams, shown in Fig. 1.
The solid lines in the diagrams represent the electron Green
functions,

Gp
R = �Gp

A�* = �� − �p + i/2��−1. �A2�

To get the Ettingshausen coefficient proportional to A�k ·E�,
one should expand the Green function G�p+k� in powers of
k ·v. Then, the contribution of the first diagram is given by

�1 =
e2

cH
 dp

�2��n

d�

2�

�S0

��
�pv�v · A��v · E��v · k�I1,

�A3�

where S0=−tanh�� /2T�, n is the dimensionality of the sys-
tem, and the combination of the Green functions is

I1 = 2iGp
AGp

R Im�Gp
A�2 = 2i�2 Im�Gp

A�2. �A4�

The contribution of the second diagram is

�2 =
e2

cH
 dp

�2��n

d�

2�

�S0

��
v�v · A��v · E��v · k�I2, �A5�

where the combination of the Green functions I3 is

I2 = 2iGp
A Im�Gp

A�2 = 2i�2 Im Gp
A. �A6�

Integration over angles of the electron momentum in Eqs.
�A3� and �A5� gives

 d�pv�v · A��v · k��v · E� =
v4

n�n + 2�
A�k · E� . �A7�

Then, the total contribution may be presented as

� =
ie2

n�n + 2�cH
 d�

2�
d�p

�S0���
��

A�k · E�v4�2�„�p Im�Gp
A�2

+ Im Gp
A
… . �A8�

Without taking PHA into account, the total contribution of
the two diagrams goes to zero after integration over �p be-
cause

 d�p„�p�Gp
A�2 + Im Gp

A
… = 0. �A9�

Nonzero contribution arises from terms proportional to �2;
thus we should expand all electron parameters near the Fermi
surface. For example, for a three-dimensional conductor,

v4� = v0
4�0�1 +

5

2

�p

�F
+

15

8
� �p

�F
�2

+ ¯ � , �A10�

�2 = �0
2�1 −

�

�F
− � �

�F
�2

+ ¯ � . �A11�

Taking into account terms proportional to the square of PHA,
e.g., �2 /�F

2 or �� /�F
2 , we get
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 d�pv
4��2

„�p Im�GA�P�2 + Im GA�P��…

= − �v0
4�0�0

25

4

�2

�F
2 = − �

5

2

v0
2�0

2�0

m

�2

�F
. �A12�

Substituting this result into Eq. �A8� and performing integra-
tion over �, we get the well-known result for the Etting-
shausen coefficient of noninteracting electrons,

�3D = −
�2

6

T2

�F
���0�

�xx

H
, �A13�

where �=eH /mc is the cyclotron frequency and �xx is the
Drude conductivity. For two-dimensional conductors, the
corresponding relation between �2D and two-dimensional
conductivity has an additional numeric factor of 2.

Thus, calculating the Ettingshausen coefficient of nonin-
teracting electrons, we demonstrated that the magnetic field
should be taken into account in the heat current vertex. The
diagram with this magnetic vertex in the heat current cancels
the basic diagrams in the zeroth order in PHA. The nonzero
Ettingshausen coefficient arises only in the second order in
PHA. As it has been shown in the main text, the above con-
clusions are also relevant to any many-body correction to
thermomagnetic coefficients.

APPENDIX B: ASLAMAZOV-LARKIN BLOCKS

For an arbitrary electron momentum relaxation time �, the
AL blocks Be,h,H built from electron Green functions GR�A�

with electron vertices � ��e, �H, �1
h, and �2

h� are given by20

Bi
e,h,H = Im  dp

�2��n

d�

2�
�i

e,h,HS0���
�Gp

A�2Gq−p
R

�1 − ��2 , �B1�

� =
1

���
 dp

�2��3Gp
AGq−p

R , �B2�

where the electron Green functions are given by Eq. �A2�.
The block Be with the electric current vertex, �e=ev ·eE,

may be presented as20

Be�q� = 2e�qPR�q,0� · eE = 2e��q · eE. �B3�

The block BH with the vertex �H= �e /c�v ·AH is given
by20

BA�q� =
2e

c
��q · AH. �B4�

The block B1
h with the kinetic heat current vertex, �1

h

=�v ·e jh �e jh = jh / jh �A�, is given by27 �see also Refs. 18–20�

B1
h�q,�� = ��qPR�q,0� · e jh = ���q · e jh. �B5�

Next, we calculate the block B2
h with the magnetic heat cur-

rent vertex �2
h= �v ·AH��v ·e jh�. The integral over angles of

the electron momentum involves only the vertex �2
h because

the heat current is in the direction of AH. To obtain an imagi-
nary part in Eq. �B1�, the integral

 d��Gp
A�2Gq−p

R =
2�i

�2� − � − q · v − i/��2 �B6�

should be expanded in � �in calculations of Be, it is ex-
panded in q ·v�. Finally, we get

B2
h�q,�� = 2��q

2PR�q,0�AH = 2�e/c����AH. �B7�

APPENDIX C: GAUGE E= i�AE Õc

As we stressed above, our approach is gauge invariant.
Here, we briefly demonstrate how the above results can be
directly obtained in the gauge, where E= i�AE /c and H
= i�k�AH�. In the electric and magnetic fields, the kinetic
energy has the form K= �p+eA /c�2 /2m, and the part of the
Hamiltonian describing the interaction with external fields is
given by

H� =
e

mc
p�AH + AE� +

e2

2mc2 �AH + AE�2, �C1�

Calculating the response to E�H= �� /c��AH�k ·AE�
−k�AE ·AH��, it is convenient to use the gauge conditions
k ·A=0 and AH ·AE=0.26 In this gauge, the second term in
Eq. �C1� can be neglected. By including the interaction with
the magnetic field, we get the heat current operator,

Ĵh = �
p

v�pap
+ap + �

p

ev

c
�v · AH�ap

+ap. �C2�

As it is expected, the term in the heat current describing the
interaction with the magnetic field is independent of the pre-
sentation of the electric field �see Eqs. �5� and �A1��. There-
fore, all further calculations of thermomagnetic coefficient
are the same as in the gauge E=−��.
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